These four subgroups, each spanning three orders of magnitudes, are pKd<4, 4<pKd<=6, 6<pKd<=8 and pKd>8 (threshold values are selected to have similar number of complexes in each range). We compare the new version of RF-score (RF-Score::Elem-v2) to that using Credo intermolecular interaction features (RF-Score::Credo) on each subgroup. We can see that: a) RF-Score::Elem-v2 obtains a smaller test set error than that with Credo features in each range and b) the smallest difference between both scoring functions are observed in the ranges 4<pKd<=6 and 6<pKd<=8.
: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) on each of the four subsets for both scoring functions. From left to right: pKd<4, 4<pKd<=6, 6<pKd<=8 and pKd>8.
Appendix A2 -performance on subgroups of test set by chemical similarity of ligands
The ligands are a representative sample of ligands in the PDB, as both training and test set were not selected with any bias towards a particular class of ligands. We have clustered these 195 test set ligands in terms of chemical structural similarity (Tanimoto score on standard CDK fingerprint as implemented in the rcdk R library). To build a set of similar ligands, we compile the 23 complexes found in the largest cluster (agglomerative hierarchical clustering with complete linkage using a similarity threshold of 0.3; this low value is required as ligands are chemically diverse). To build a set of diverse ligands, we repeated the clustering with k=23 clusters as setting and took one representative from each cluster. In this way, we can compare the performance of the new version of RF-Score (RF-Score::Elem-v2) against that built with Credo features (RF-Score::Credo) on equally-sized subsets of complexes.
The resulting boxplots from these two new test sets are shown in Figure A2 . We can see that RF-Score::Elem-v2 performs much better than RF-Score::Credo on the test set with similar ligands. However, RF-Score::Credo performs slightly better than RF-Score::Elem-v2 (although the difference is not statistically significant with 95% confidence, p-value 0.06, it should be possible to construct a test subset where this is the case). This result is not surprising though. The better the performance of RF-Score::Elem-v2 over RF-Score::Credo, the more complexes will be better predicted by former. Of course, RF-Score::Credo can still perform better on some small subset of the test set (23 complexes here). Explaining performance differences on particular complexes is beyond the scope of the study, but these results suggest that there are a few complexes where using a more precise chemical description is beneficial for performance. 
Appendix A3 -Classification scheme for all interaction types used in CREDO.
An interaction type consists of up to four parameters that have to be satisfied: the atom types of the interacting atoms i and j, distance and angle criteria. Atoms types i and j are exchangeable in all cases although some atom types might are very likely to occur only on the ligand side such as halogen bond donor or metal. The functions cov() and vdw() return the covalent/Van der Waals radius of an element as defined by the GetCovalentRad and GetVdwRad functions in the Open Babel toolkit. The first four interaction types are mutually exclusive, i.e. an interatomic pair can only have one distance flag set. 
